Bonded to the Pack, Part Five

In BONDED TO THE PACK so far,
history nerd and BBW Claire Gannett is on
the run from government assassinsand an
overwhelming attraction with dangerous,
sexy werewolf Jake Bailey cranks up the
heat. Bonded to the Pack, Part Five When
Jake and Claire meet a mysterious hacker,
old questions are answered and new ones
coalesce. Claire sees the worst of Jakes
jealousy, but she also realizes her true
worth to the packits a foundation she
desperately needs. Surrounded by the men
of the pack shes coming to trust, gripped
by a ruthless mating bond, its time for her
to make some decisions. Is Jake ready for
her surrender? Can she trust her heart in
matters of life and death? And will new
information about her attackers let the pack
quash the threat that has plagued them for
too long? This is the fifth part in serial
BONDED TO THE PACK, a BBW shifter
romance. The serial is an erotic romance,
with explicit sex, multiple partners, strong
language and werewolf violence.
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